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Over Twenty-five years into the internet era, over twenty years into the 

WorldWideWeb era, fifteen years into the Google era, and a few years 

past the Facebook/Twitter era, we've yet to converge on a new long-

term methodology for scholarly research communication. I will provide 

a sociological overview of our current metastable state, and then a 

technical discussion of the practical implications of literature and usage 

data considered as computable objects, using arXiv as exemplar.
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 arXiv.org e-Print archive
Automated e-print archives physicsphysics  Search  Form Interface  Catchup  Help

11 Nov 2004: New CoRR interface introduced for our cs users.
29 Sep 2004: Search engine for user help pages installed.
For more info, see cumulative "What’s New" pages. 
Robots Beware: indiscriminate automated downloads from this site are not permitted.

Physics
Astrophysics (astro-ph new, recent, abs, find)
Condensed Matter (cond-mat new, recent, abs, find) 
includes: Disordered Systems and Neural Networks; Materials Science; Mesoscopic Systems 
and Quantum Hall Effect; Other; Soft Condensed Matter; Statistical Mechanics; Strongly 
Correlated Electrons; Superconductivity
General Relativity and Quantum Cosmology (gr-qc new, recent, abs, find)
High Energy Physics - Experiment (hep-ex new, recent, abs, find)
High Energy Physics - Lattice (hep-lat new, recent, abs, find)
High Energy Physics - Phenomenology (hep-ph new, recent, abs, find)
High Energy Physics - Theory (hep-th new, recent, abs, find)
Mathematical Physics (math-ph new, recent, abs, find)
Nuclear Experiment (nucl-ex new, recent, abs, find)
Nuclear Theory (nucl-th new, recent, abs, find)
Physics (physics new, recent, abs, find) 
includes (see detailed description): Accelerator Physics; Atmospheric and Oceanic Physics;
Atomic Physics; Atomic and Molecular Clusters; Biological Physics; Chemical Physics;
Classical Physics; Computational Physics; Data Analysis, Statistics and Probability; Fluid 
Dynamics; General Physics; Geophysics; History of Physics; Instrumentation and Detectors;
Medical Physics; Optics; Physics Education; Physics and Society; Plasma Physics; Popular 
Physics; Space Physics
Quantum Physics (quant-ph new, recent, abs, find)

Mathematics
Mathematics (math new, recent, abs, find) 
includes (see detailed description): Algebraic Geometry; Algebraic Topology; Analysis of 
PDEs; Category Theory; Classical Analysis and ODEs; Combinatorics; Commutative Algebra;
Complex Variables; Differential Geometry; Dynamical Systems; Functional Analysis; General 
Mathematics; General Topology; Geometric Topology; Group Theory; History and Overview;
K-Theory and Homology; Logic; Mathematical Physics; Metric Geometry; Number Theory;
Numerical Analysis; Operator Algebras; Optimization and Control; Probability; Quantum 
Algebra; Representation Theory; Rings and Algebras; Spectral Theory; Statistics; Symplectic 
Geometry

Nonlinear Sciences
Nonlinear Sciences (nlin new, recent, abs, find) 
includes (see detailed description): Adaptation and Self-Organizing Systems; Cellular Automata 
and Lattice Gases; Chaotic Dynamics; Exactly Solvable and Integrable Systems; Pattern 
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Formation and Solitons

Computer Science
Computing Research Repository (CoRR new, recent, abs, find) 
includes (see detailed description): Architecture; Artificial Intelligence; Computation and 
Language; Computational Complexity; Computational Engineering, Finance, and Science;
Computational Geometry; Computer Science and Game Theory; Computer Vision and Pattern 
Recognition; Computers and Society; Cryptography and Security; Data Structures and 
Algorithms; Databases; Digital Libraries; Discrete Mathematics; Distributed, Parallel, and 
Cluster Computing; General Literature; Graphics; Human-Computer Interaction; Information 
Retrieval; Information Theory; Learning; Logic in Computer Science; Mathematical Software;
Multiagent Systems; Multimedia; Networking and Internet Architecture; Neural and 
Evolutionary Computing; Numerical Analysis; Operating Systems; Other; Performance;
Programming Languages; Robotics; Software Engineering; Sound; Symbolic Computation

Quantitative Biology
Quantitative Biology (q-bio new, recent, abs, find) 
includes (see detailed description): Biomolecules; Cell Behavior; Genomics; Molecular 
Networks; Neurons and Cognition; Other; Populations and Evolution; Quantitative Methods;
Subcellular Processes; Tissues and Organs

About arXiv
some related and unrelated servers (including arXiv mirror sites)
RSS feeds are now available for individual archives and categories.
today’s usage for arXiv.org (not including mirrors)
some info on delivery type [src] and potential problems
arXiv Advisory Board
available macros and brief description
available help on submitting and retrieving papers
some background blurb, including invited talk at UNESCO HQ (Paris, 21 Feb ’96), update Sep 
’96
some info on hypertex

arXiv is an e-print service in the fields of physics,
mathematics, non-linear science, computer science, and
quantitative biology. The contents of arXiv conform to Cornell
University academic standards. arXiv is owned, operated and
funded by Cornell University, a private not-for-profit
educational institution. arXiv is also partially funded by the
National Science Foundation.

The Cornell University Library acknowledges the support of Sun Microsystems and U.S. Department 
of Energy’s Office of Scientific and Technical Information (providers of the E-Print Alert Service, 
which automatically notifies users of the latest information posted on arXiv and other related 
databases).

www-admin@arxiv.org



Submissions / month, ’91 - ’15



• e-mail interface started August 1991

• download data available from start

• WWW usage logs starting from 1993

• 1,020,000 full text documents (with full graphics), 15 Mar 2015

• physics, mathematics, q-bio, non-linear, computer science

• growing at 100,000 new submissions per year

(est. ⇒ > 1,100,000 at end of 2015, 1.75M by end 2020)

• hundreds of millions of full text downloads per year

• hundreds of thousands of distinct users per day

arXiv.org



Projection (28 Nov 2014)





Submissions / year



Now taken for granted

But once cutting edge:

abstract page as hub

author names linked to search index

compressed ps and later pdf as network transmission format

foreshadowed web 2.0

cloud service

. . .



Surprises along the way
Google, Wikipedia, Facebook, Twitter

• power of crowdsourcing

We’re still using TeX ?!?

• slow move to article formats and capabilities better adapted to

network transmission

Scholarly publishing as a whole still remains in transition

• (no consensus on the best way to implement quality control, how to

fund it, and how to integrate data and other tools needed for

scientific reproducibility, and still metastable w.r.t. arXiv/open access)

It’s a commercial network.



Full Text Databases
• Text as computable object: literature-based discovery via

centralized web-based platform, open repository with pre-parsed

ontological properties and statistically based relationships,

available for analysis by user-contributed algorithms.

• More powerful when centralized and critical mass user base

• Goal: semi-supervised, self-incentivized, self-maintaining

knowledge structure, navigated via synthesized concepts, w/o

redundancy/ambiguity, sourced, authenticated, highlighted for novelty

• Neo-Minsky: “Can you imagine they used to have an internet in

which authors, databases, articles, and readers didn’t talk to each other?”

• arXiv.org: has already dedicated user community, we’ve done a variety

of text datamining and usage log experiments, but just skimming

the surface, open to a broader community (modulo privacy concerns)



What is Science?
guarding the perimeter

text classifier, multi-grams

machine learning for suspects

would we have invented journals just to filter the non-scientists?

(N.B. it’s a jungle out there)

plagiarism, hashes fit in ram

“information geneology”



naive bayes
Bayes: p(C|w) = p(w|C)p(C)/p(w)

Naive: p({wi}|C) =

Q
i p(wi|C)

• spam filter (p(S|{wi})/p(S|{wi}))

• text classification (on arXiv > 95% now)

• spell correction

• voice recognition

• . . .

simplest algorithm works better with more data.

for arXiv use multigram vocab: genetic algorithm, black hole



astro-ph.⇤
cond-mat.⇤

cs.⇤

gr-qc
hep-(ex/lat/th/ph)

math-ph

math.⇤

nlin.⇤
nucl-⇤

physics.⇤

q-bio.⇤
q-fin.⇤
quant-ph
stat.⇤







Publishers withdraw more than 120 gibberish papers

Nature | News 24 Feb 2014

The publishers Springer and IEEE are removing 
more than 120 papers from their subscription 
services after a French researcher discovered that 
the works were computer-generated nonsense.



http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/scigen/ (D.Aguayo, M.Krohn, J.Stribling)

M. B. Gavela
Luis E. Ibáñez
Paco Ynduráin

http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/scigen/
http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/scigen/




“Since the 8th of April 2010, these tools have allowed a certain 
Ike Antkare to become one of the most highly cited scientists of the 
modern world (see Appendix A, Figures 2-6). 

“According to Scholarometer, “Ike Antkare” has 102 publications 
(almost all in 2009) and has an h-index of 94, putting him in the 21st 
position of the most highly cited scientists. 
This score is less than Freud, in 1st position with a h-index of 183, but 
better than Einstein in 36th position, with a h-index of 84. 

“Best of all, with respect to the h  -index, “Ike  Antkare” holds the sixth 
position -- outclassing all scientists in his field (computer science).”

m

“Ike Antkare, One of the Great Stars 
in the Scientific Firmament’’

(C. Labbé,  ISSI Newsletter,  6(2), 48-52, 2010)



http://www.slate.com/articles/podcasts/lexicon valley/2012/06/
lexicon valley resolving authorship controversies

in the federalist papers and the wizard of oz.html

http://www.mhpbooks.com/mapping-the-oz-genome/
Mapping the Oz genome

http://www.ssc.wisc.edu/̃ zzeng/soc357/OZ.pdf

Who Wrote the 15th Book of Oz?
An Application of Multivariate Analysis to Authorship Attribution

J. Binongo, Chance vol 16 (2003)

L. Frank Baum wrote 14 books starting in 1900, ’til death in 1919 (published:

’00, ’04, ’07, ’08–’10, ’13–’20). 1918: gallbladder removed, had written two extra:

The Magic of Oz and Glinda of Oz for reserve, then from bed finished:

#12. The Tin Woodsman of Oz (1918). Other two published posthumously:

#13. The Magic of Oz (1919)
#14. Glinda of Oz (1920, edited by his son)

19 more appeared, one per year from ’21-’39, by 1939 (the movie!) there

were 33 by Baum and children’s author Ruth Thompson. Burning question:

#15. The royal book of Oz (1921): Baum’s last or Thompson’s first?



Averages (10% stopword depletion)



Singular Value Decomposition

M = U⌃V T

(generalizes M = O⇤OT )

• weather data

• document word (LSA)

• stock data

• genomic data

• apple itunes genius

• microarray data

• netflix challenge (500k⇥ 17k)

• . . .



a.k.a. Schmidt decomposition

M = U⌃V †

(generalizes M = U⇤U†)

Familiar to physicists as the Schmidt decomposition

| i = Mij |�i
Ai ⌦ |�j

Bi =

X

i

�i| i
Ai ⌦ | i

Bi

where orthonormal bases: h i
A| j

Ai = h i
B | j

Bi = �ij
(components correspond to columns of U and V ).

With �i = exp(�⇠i/2), entanglement spectrum “energy levels” ⇠i give

more info than entanglement entropy S =

P
i ⇠i exp(�⇠i) (a single

number, thermodynamic entropy at T = 1) , and probe topological

order of ground state (Li/Haldane, arXiv:0805.0332)



Kitaev Preskill



Cornell Stylometric Connection: 
"Literary Data Processing Conference"

(Sep 1964, first conference on computers and humanities research?).
co-chaired by Stephen M. Parrish, Cornell, English Dept)

   included "plea to the audience not to abandon their punch cards and magnetic
   tapes after their concordances were printed and (hopefully) published."

   In Parrish’s conference summary:

      "when all the libraries or at least all pertinent bibliographical
       references are readily available on tape or in core memory,
       there will be no excuse for ignorance."

      "...the perfection of attribution study or source study or influence study
       by computer techniques will make obsolete the studies that rely on
       the judgment and the memory of one poor fallible human scholar"





44 | NATURE | VOL 508 | 3 APRIL 2014

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v508/n7494/pdf/508044a.pdf


PCA on the Stopword Distributions







syllogism a:b :: c:d

Paris - France + Italy = ? 



syllogism a:b :: c:d

Paris - France + Italy =  

Rome



arxplor.lassp.cornell.edu
(20 slides from A.Alemi presentation at March Meeting ’14 Denver)

















syllogism a:b :: c:d

Paris - France + Italy = ? 



torque - force + momentum =  

orbital_angular_momentum



newtonian_mechanics - isaac_newton + 
albert_einstein =  

special_relativity



gravity - Newton + Hawking =  

black_hole_evaporation



smuon - muon + higgs =

higgsino















James Clerk Maxwell (Feb 1856)



Basic Intuition
For semantic applications like the analogy task, the vector space
embedding should respect the ratios of conditional probabilities.
For example, the ratio

p(k|ice)
p(k|steam)

is high for k = solid,
intermediate for k = water, fashion
and low for k = gas.

So if we’re interested in thermodynamic phase, we learn that
solid and gas are relevant to the distinction between ice and steam,
and water and fashion are not.

⇥
p(k|i) = X

ik

/X
i

= probability word k appears in context of word i,
X

ik

= co-occurrence count, X
i

= total # occurrences of word i.
⇤

0-4

(From GloVE)



The analogy task: solve a:b :: c:?

Want word vectors v
a

, v
b

, v
c

, v
d

to satisfy linear relation

d = argmin

d

|(v
b

� v
a

)� (v
d

� v
c

)|2

How to find vectors that do this?

Example: man:woman :: king:?

First need analytic representation of task. Note that most contexts � have

p(�|king)
p(�|queen) ⇡ p(�|man)

p(�|woman)

since the ratios will be roughly one for most words (contexts not sensitive).
But different for gendered words: � = dress, he, she, Elizabeth, Harry, . . .

0-4

From 1502.03520 (S.  Arora et al.)



Computational Objective

So average over contexts, and to solve analogy find word w that minimizes:

X

�

⇣
log

p(�|man)

p(�|woman)

� log

p(�|king)
p(�|w)

⌘
2

(?)

But this analytic approach to analogy task is not computationally efficient:
expensive to assay for all words w in large vocabulary.

Much easier: simple vector addition on low dimensional space?

0-6



Digression: what does it mean to factorize a low-rank matrix?
Consider familiar case of symmetric N ⇥N matrix, diagonalize:

M = O⇤OT

⇤ =

0

BBBBBBBBBB@

�
1

. . .
�
n

"
1

"
2

. . .
"
N�n

1

CCCCCCCCCCA

Ignore all the small eigenvalues: M
ij

⇡
P

n

a=1

�
a

O
ia

O
ja

= ~v
i

· ~v
j

where (v
i

)

a

=

p
�
a

O
ia

are the components of vectors living in a much
smaller space for n ⌧ N

0-7



Suppositions
Recall mutual information

I(X,Y ) =

P
x,y

p(x, y) log p(x,y)

p(x)p(y)

=

P
x,y

p(x, y)PMI(x, y)

is a sum of “pointwise mutual information”s PMI(x, y) = log

p(x,y)

p(x)p(y)

Suppose:

1) PMI(w,w0
) = log

p(w,w

0
)

p(w)p(w

0
)

is low rank (n ⇠ logN rather than N ),
so it factorizes:

PMI(w,w0
) ⇡ v

w

· v
w

0

2) word vectors are ‘isotropic’:
P

w

|wihw| ⇡ I (eigenvalues 1 + �)

[In a generative model, can show log p(w) ⇡ |v
w

|2/2d� logZ ,
log p(w,w0

) ⇡ |v
w

+ v0
w

|2/2d� 2 logZ ,
=) 1) PMI(w,w0

) / v
w

· v0
w

(factorization)]

0-8



Key Relation: (1,2) =) (?)
By factorization (1),

v · w ⇠ PMI(v, w) = log

p(w, v)

p(w)p(v)
= log

p(w|v)
p(w)

By isotropy (2), |v|2 ⇡
P

w

hv|wihw|vi =
P

w

(v · w)2, and thus

min

d

|(v
b

� v
a

)� (v
d

� v
c

)|2

/ min

d

X

w

��
(v

b

· w � v
a

· w)� (v
d

· w � v
c

· w)
��2

/ min

d

X

w

⇣
log

p(w|a)
p(w|b) � log

p(w|c)
p(w|d)

⌘
2

(?)
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Summary
The word d that minimizes

min

d

X

w

⇣
log

p(w|a)
p(w|b) � log

p(w|c)
p(w|d)

⌘
2

is a likely solution to the analogy task a:b::c:?

Under assumptions (1,2), if we can find isotropic vectors such that
v
w

· v
w

0 / PMI(w,w0
), then the vector v

d

that minimizes

min

d

|(v
b

� v
a

)� (v
d

� v
c

)|2

solves the same task.

The (low dimensional) word vectors v
w

are precomputed once and for all,
so finding the above minimum is computationally efficient.

0-10







Extend article context to readers: 

Reader vectors => Recommender System

Extend article context to authors:

Author vectors => Referee Selection

Readers and Authors live in the same vector space



Recommendation redux
Complaints about information overload date back 2 millennia

coreadership (proxy for svd or more sophisticated)

• netflix prize

• itunes genius

Evaluation metric? (free bagels and cream cheese for duration)

The information layer vs. the social layer (Google vs. Facebook):

optimal referral mechanism?

Dangers of recommendation systems: local vs. global diversity

• imperfect filter worse than none?

Personalization: readers inherit topics from articles



Recommender Systems
Example: NASA ADS (Astrophysical Data System) uses (anonymized)

arXiv usage data

(a) infer topics from readership data and keyword assignment

• classify articles and users (based on past activity) according to

topics

• measures of proximity of articles to people, and articles to

themselves.

• reader can be presented with a menu of recent papers on subjects

of interest (ordered according to closeness of match, or by

importance as measured by readership or citation, ...)

(b) find the 40 most similar articles (augments data for sparse

readership) to make article-based recommendations, via a few

algorithms



Text Overlap
Text “reuse” by global researchers in a scholarly corpus

Simple n-gram analysis of the texts in arXiv covering over 20 years

Everything from

• dozens of pages verbatim from 3rd party lecture notes for PhD theses

• large sections of Wikipedia entries for introductory material in articles

• series of articles by overlapping authors each greater than 50%

overlap with preceding

• articles assembled in whole or part from one or more other articles

by different authors, with or without attribution

Majority have found way undetected into conventional publication venues

Shed light on sociology, mentality, methodology, and demography of perps?



Full text analysis
winnowed 7-grams (w/ J. Gehrke, D.Sorokina , S. Warner 2007), after

Schleimer et al. (2003)

Detection software now more feasible than ever, computation of

fingerprint in memory with 96Gb machine, hundreds of lookups per

second

practical implications for running arXiv site: problem authors are

inconvenience to readers, but screening was haphazard, no systematic

baseline to identify outliers

cs Meng project Scott Rogoff (in conjunction with S. Warner), spring

2011

more systematically summer 2012 w/ Daniel Citron

*D.Citron and PG, “Patterns of text reuse in a scientific corpus,” PNAS 2015 112 (1) 6-7,  arXiv:1412.2716

*
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http://arxiv.org/help/overlap
Starting in Jun 2011, some submissions to arXiv marked with an

“admin note”, indicating text overlap with other arXiv submissions

(200-250 / month currently flagged).

“Such notes are intended as informational to readers, and as well to

authors from different educational backgrounds. Readers frequently

find it useful to know when an article draws heavily from another, or

supersedes an earlier article. Some authors, by contrast, are not aware

that importing large sections of text either from their earlier articles, or

from articles by others, is not common practice.”



Caveats
• Not “plagiarism” in its most general form — i.e., unattributed use of

ideas (whether or not text is copied).

• no attempt to detect text copied from sources outside of arXiv

• simple factual statement regarding textual overlap of materials only

within arXiv (not Wikipedia, print literature, web search etc.)

• watch out for: famous quotes, experimental articles (author lists),

review articles, conf proceedings [but note cs/info ?], other benign

(refs not stripped), math (?), explicit quotes, hidden pdf text, ...



high threshold
Threshold for appearance of the admin note is set quite high – many

articles with smaller amounts of detected overlap are not noted.

“The appearance of an arXiv admin note does not suggest misconduct

on the part of the author, or that an article does not contain original

work. Sometimes it simply serves to suggest a related article, or can

serve as a quality flag. (There is a statistically significant correlation

between the amount of reused content in an article and a smaller

number of citations received years later.)”



high threshold, cont’d
Articles flagged as having text overlap with articles “by other authors”

must have at least multiple consecutive sentences in common. Overlap

between articles having at least one coauthor in common is permitted

an even higher threshold: typically at least roughly 1/3 of the content of

the newer text must be taken verbatim from the earlier article in order to

be noted.

(in practice also use size of contiguous blocks)

Additional exceptions for articles having a coauthor in common:

articles marked by authors in the ”Comments:” as review articles, or

theses, conference proceedings, book contributions, and so on, are not

noted, because such overlaps, whether or not desirable, appear to be

common practice.



author reactions
a) none (replace w/o changing, do they even notice?)

b) try to remove overlaps, not always successful (can’t even find ?!?)

c) virulently object (crowdsourced quality control of methodology,

though usual complaints misguided, exposing confusion about what is

standard practice, as statistically confirmed by arXiv corpus)

[but note Kiesler et al, 2010, “Regulating Behavior in on-line communities”:

Design Claim 15: Publicly displaying many examples of inappropriate behavior on the

site will lead members to believe this is common and expected.]



start to distinguish

previous graph looked bad, but is some of it 
“acceptable” recycling?
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but how distributed?

previous graph looked bad, but is it all of the authors 
some of the time, or some of the authors all of the time?
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thickness increases with the amount of overlap between the two articles. Nodes
colored grey are attributed to other authors.
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number of authors with given fractions of articles

Authors vs. fraction of articles that include text overlaps. ⇠ 1720 authors have at
least 50% of articles with significant CA text overlap. Of 392,850 authors, only 49,830
have at least 1% CA, only 8990 with CI, and only 1630 contain Pl (vast majority OK).
Moreover only 10,550, 1130, and 130 authors have at least 25%, resp.



a quality flag?



citations vs. fraction of copied content (blue). median citations vs. fraction of copied
content in green, negative correlation (116,490 pre 2011 articles, self-citations removed)



(median and upper/lower quartiles)



Underlying sociology?
non-native speakers of English

(exacerbated by the ease of text reuse in the electronic format? but

also easier to detect)

perhaps not willful fraudulence but different (deficient?) educational

systems

an act of magic to produce a new idea? of course articles are produced

by weaving together texts from existing sources (as was done by

mentors)



In summary
• it’s easy, out there, no one has really looked (except for turnitin,

moss.stanford.edu , ...)

• text overlap not plagiarism (though there are a few instances of

duplicate articles by different authors, thoroughly inexplicable)

• not the most creative authors

• an educational issue re common practice (systematic reuse ok for

review articles, as opposed to lecture notes or conf proc?)

• (or perhaps that’s changing, e.g. wikipedia comment “not

necessary to cite dynamically produced content”)

• uncited reuse rare (question of training, cite but include blocks of text)

• lessons for how we train undergrads in modern networked world?

• still aren’t many comprehensive OA corpora available, but can be

done on some? (nature, science, phys rev, pubmedcentral)
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"Signal is a physical quantity that vacillates with time, 
space or any other alienated variable. ..."  



"Signal is a physical quantity that vacillates with time, space or any other alienated variable."  

("Signals are physical quantities that change as a function of time, space, or some other independent variable.")

Spectrum conflict management,..., and the (thus far incomplete) Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) 
all alleviate on ferreting the propinquity of radio signals of concealed frequency, power, and modulation.

... all rely on detecting the presence of radio signals of unknown frequency, power, and modulation."

(later two taken from intro of 2001 thesis at Monterey Naval Postgraduate School: 
Charles T. Dorcey, "FFT-based spectrum analysis using a Digital Signal Processor.")

"escalates the rate at which sampled signals can purl through the processor" 

"increases the rate at which sampled signals can flow through the processor".

Spectrum analyzer is a device used to [examine -> anatomize] the spectral composition of electric, acoustic or 
optical waveform [7]. It is a wideband and [very -> eminent] sensitive receiver. It works on the [principle -> ethic] 
of super heterodyne receiver which [converts -> transmogrifies] higher frequencies to measurable quantities. 
Received frequency spectrum is [slowly -> apathetically] swept through a range of preselected frequencies 
converting the selected frequency to a measurable and [displaying -> unveiling] on the CRT. These are 
[capable -> adept] in measuring the frequency response of power levels as low as -120dbm. 

“The proposed work in this thesis is having a lot of potential for further research in the area of [edge detection] 
using different paradigm making the work more versatile and flexible."

or from http://www.tutorialsweb.com/rf-measurements/spectrum-analyzer.htm :

or finally:

or

http://www.tutorialsweb.com/rf-measurements/spectrum-analyzer.htm


Enter the Public





http://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/9905084


http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9912202


http://arxiv.org/abs/math/0211159




Meme (from Wikipedia)
A meme is “an idea, behavior, or style that spreads from person to

person within a culture.” A meme acts as a unit for carrying cultural

ideas, symbols, or practices that can be transmitted from one mind to

another through writing, speech, gestures, rituals, or other imitable

phenomena . . . cultural analogues to genes in that they self-replicate,

mutate, and respond to selective pressures.

. . . coined by the British evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins in The

Selfish Gene (1976) as a concept for discussion of evolutionary

principles in explaining the spread of ideas and cultural phenomena.

Examples of memes given in the book included melodies,

catch-phrases, fashion, and the technology of building arches.

. . .may evolve by natural selection analogous to biological evolution

. . . through variation, mutation, competition, and inheritance. . . A field

of study called memetics arose in the 1990s to explore the concepts

and transmission of memes in terms of an evolutionary model.)



Example: Einstein is wrong





http://arxiv.org/abs/1109.4897


From:  “Albert E.” <a.einstein@patents.bern.ch> 
To: opera@grandsasso.it 
Date:  Tue, Sep 26, 1905 at 12:40 PM 
Subject: Re: Überlichtgeschwindigkeit 

Sehr geehrte Opera, 

Bitte überprüfen Sie die Glasfaser-Anschlüsse!

Mit freundlichen Grüßen,
AE 
(der wackere Schwabe)

mailto:a.einstein@bernpatents.com
mailto:opera@grandsasso.it


more memes

• star trek         (warp drive, tractor beam, teleportation)

• harry potter   (invisibility cloak)

• star wars        (tatooine)













In the news

• Condensed Matter (new technologies, ...)

• Games (sudoku, rubik’s, nintendo,)

• popular physics (slinky, ...)

• quantum weirdness

• physics and society

• math (famous theorems)

• astro (“goldilocks” planets)



In the news, cont’d

• earth and planetary (comets, meteors, moon)

• cosmology (wmap, cc, ...)

• HEP Exp (Higgs, new particles)

• HEP Th+Ph (theoretical developments)

• Computer Sci (networks, games)

• April Fools’

• Neo-Einstein / The Fringe



Amateur Fascination
• Math: Riemann Hypothesis, Goldbach Conjecture, Fermat’s Last

theorem, 4-color theorem

• Computer Science: P v NP

• Physics: Special Relativity is Wrong, General Relativity is Wrong,

Quantum Mechanics is Wrong, Theories of Everything

• More generally: progress (real or imagined) on famous problems



a few from ’15 so far














